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If you are unemployed and wanted to find a good job, then the shortest route possible is
approaching a placement agency. When it comes to applying with placement agencies, you should
really do a good home work.  Every recruiter will have their own area of focus. When some agencies
focus on industrial openings, others will concentrate on IT industry. Depending on your area of
focus, choose the agencies that can assist you in finding new openings.

There are two types of employments agencies. When one will help in finding temporary jobs, the
other will assist you in getting a permanent post. Before approaching a placement agency, decide
by yourself whether you want a job in India or abroad. If you are searching for an international job
then you should approach only those agencies that have international contacts. Itâ€™s better to develop
a list of potential employment service providers in your area. If you are residing in Delhi then create
a list of placement agencies in Delhi.  Ask the help of friends, relatives and neighbors. They can
give you information regarding the agency through which they received the job. Looking on the
yellow pages and searching on the web can also lend a hand in gathering information.

After making the agency list, pick those agencies that can assist in searching for a job in the
particular area of interest. The top job consultants in India will have details of job openings in the
field of management, administration, day labor, accounting and scientific fields. Try to visit one
consultancy per day. This helps to give your full concentration on only one agency at a time. Make
sure the agency on which you depend for your job is capable of handling the task.

Most of the top job consultants will ask candidates to go through jump through different huddles.
This includes initial interview, test, paperwork and payment. The candidates who successfully cross
all those huddles will receive details related to different area specific openings time over time. Just
go and attend each interview. From the companies selected you for the job, pick the one that can
give stability and prosperity in the long run.
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